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Addendum to Warranty and Product Return Policy 

 
From the moment a customer pays a partial payment in advance or a full payment in 
advance for ordering a wig and/or lace top and/or hair extension and any sewing 
and/or repair service, i.e. placing a work order whether they signed the form or not, 
there is no refund because the work starts right away and the deposit demonstrates 
your earnestness. 
 

Instructions for Use and Maintenance Within the Warranty 
 

Do's and don'ts for Wigs and/or Lace tops and/or Hair Extensions, called "wigs": 
 

1. Your wig must be brushed from the root with a large square brush to prevent 
knots.  
 

2. A long wig should be brushed at the nape of the neck to prevent knots at the 
end of each day after wearing. 

 
To detangle, start from the ends of the hair (from the ends, not the scalp) and 
gradually go up and brush downwards. 

 
3. How to wash: Shampoo twice and once with a conditioner on the ends and 

not on the root of the wig base because it may open the knots of the hair. 
 

4. It is recommended to use hot water of 30 degrees Celsius for washing and to 
brush well only while there is conditioner in the hair in the middle of 
washing. 
 

5. Do not use "Pantene" and/or "Head and Shoulders" and/or "Pinook" and/or 
"Hawaii" and/or “Dove” shampoo and/or conditioner because they give a 
greasy coating to the hair and may damage the texture of the hair.  You may 
use “Herbal Essences” or shampoo and conditioner sold in our salon. 
 

6. All types of wigs must dry naturally and a blow dryer must not be used for 
drying. 
 

7. Do not use a round brush on dry hair or on   
wet hair because it will forcibly tear the hair out of the base of the wig. 
 

8. For any type of curly hair, curl cream must be used after brushing while the 
hair is still wet. 

 
9. In order to get the result of curls from the root, the wig must be left to 

naturally dry for half an hour upside-down without using a blow dryer and 



the wig must not be squeezed with a towel.  After half an hour, it may be 
turned to dry on a head in the regular way. 
 

10. After the wig has air dried, it can be styled with a “Dyson AirWrap” and/or with 
a straightener and/or with a curling iron only. 

 
11. A naturally dry curly hair wig, requires a refresh with water and curl cream 
every day. 

 
12. Wetting with only water without applying cream or mousse immediately causes 
puffiness. 
 
13. Do not carry out any type of color treatments and/or lightening and/or 
straightening treatments of any kind and/or cutting of the product at any other 
place besides in the salon of DeeDee Luria Ltd. 
 
 
14. It is recommended to wash a naturally dried wig every two weeks.  All other 
wigs that are styled with a curling iron and/or straightener and/or blow dryer 
should be washed every month - a month and a half. 
 
15. No warranty will be given in case of damage to the company's products as a 
result of inappropriate handling and failure to follow the above instructions. 
 

 


